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Abstract—Engineering change order (ECO) becomes a crucial element

in VLSI design flow to rectify function or fix non-functional requirements

in late design stages. Even though commercial ECO solutions are

available, ECO remains much room for improvement due to its high

computational complexity and stringent physical restrictions. It is under

active research and development. In this tutorial, we survey recent

developments and list some challenges and future directions to make

ECO tools more powerful and practical.

Index Terms—engineering change order, design rectification, patch

I. INTRODUCTION

Engineering change order (ECO) refers to a practice in the

VLSI design flow to accommodate specification changes, to rectify

functional errors, or to fix non-functional design requirements, such

as timing and power, with minimal disturbance to the existing

implementation, to save as much as possible the already-spent

optimization efforts. Due to the high design complexity and tight

design cycle driven by the ever-increasing user-experience demand

and time-to-market pressure, it is vital to automate the ECO process.

Although EDA tool vendors nowadays do provide commercial ECO

solutions, there is still much room for improvement due to ECO’s

high computational complexity and stringent physical restrictions.

The primary purposes of this tutorial paper are to survey recent

work on ECOs at different levels of abstractions, to provide theo-

retical foundations to some of the problems, and to suggest future

directions for research. The literature studied in this paper does not

mean to be complete. There are certainly many important related pa-

pers left out of our discussion due to the authors’ limited knowledge

and the page limitation. Nevertheless, we hope the selected coverage

and discussion may trigger further efforts to make ECO tools more

comprehensive and powerful.

The VLSI design and ECO flows are outlined and related in

Figure 1 to facilitate the subsequent discussion about various ECO

tasks. Note that the illustration may not meant to perfectly match

all the details of industrial practice, but to highlight the essential

steps throughout the overall ECO process, and to provide a unified

framework to position and compare different endeavors in the ECO

research landscape.

The VLSI design flow (the left half of the figure) starts with a

specification file of the original design. The original specification is

often implemented in some hardware description language by the

circuit designer. The design undergoes a sequence of synthesis steps,

including register transfer level (RTL) synthesis, logic synthesis,

physical design. At the end of the design flow, a layout file of

the original design is generated. In general, the physical design
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Fig. 1. VLSI design and ECO flows.

stage is the most time-consuming part of the entire toolchain, as it

usually requires several iterative optimizations to meet various design

objectives.

If an error is found or the specification gets changed at a late

stage of the design flow, instead of re-invoking the complete EDA

toolchain, the ECO flow (the right half of the figure) will be applied

to update the original layout with minimal disturbance, so as to

maximally reuse the previously invested optimization efforts. The

ECO flow takes as input the original layout file and the updated

specification file and first runs RTL and logic synthesis on the latter

with lightweight optimization settings to generate a logic gate netlist

of the updated design.

Depending on the types of specification changes, design errors, and

the applied synthesis techniques in the design flow, the updated logic

gate netlist may or may not have one-to-one register correspondence

to the original netlist, which gives rise to two paradigms of com-

binational and sequential design rectifications. While combinational

design rectification is more popular in practice due to its rather

tractable complexity, sequential design rectification is of research

interest as it allows more flexible specification changes and more

powerful rectification [1].

Patch circuit generation is executed next, which aims at extracting

the logical difference between the original and the updated designs

by generating a subcircuit called a patch circuit for design recti-

fication. The patch circuit will be realized by integration into the

original layout in the step of patch circuit realization, where the

placement and routing of the original layout are modified locally
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to implement the patch circuit. After the original layout has been

functionally rectified, it will be optimized again for non-functional

design concerns to resolve potential timing violations or IR drops

caused by the realization of the patch circuit. At the end of the ECO

flow, an updated layout file with minimal modifications to the original

one will be produced for integrated circuit fabrication.

In this work, we refer to the patch circuit generation step as

functional ECO. In the literature of ECO at the physical design stage,

the patch circuit realization step is sometimes also referred to as

functional ECO. To avoid confusion, we refer the term “functional

ECO” only to the patch generation at the logic synthesis stage, rather

than to the patch realization at the physical design stage.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After preliminaries

are given in Section II, the computational complexity and algorithms

for patch circuit generation will be discussed in Section III. Prior

works on patch circuit realization and fixing non-functional design

concerns in ECO will be reviewed in Section IV and Section V,

respectively. Finally, in Section VI we conclude this paper by

mentioning some directions for future ECO research.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In ECO, we are concerned with two circuits, the implementation

circuit CF and the golden circuit CG. In the sequel, we assume CF

and CG implements Boolean functions F (X) and G(X), respec-

tively. The ECO problem aims to rectify CF to C′

F such that its new

functions F ′(X) is equivalent to G(X). The rectification points T in

circuit CF refer to the signals whose functions are to be rectified. We

abuse the notation and let F (X,T ) denote the functions of CF with

its rectification signals being isolated from their driving fanins and

being treated as pseudo primary inputs. The rectification corresponds

to substituting the rectification signals with a new subcircuit called

a patch, whose inputs, referred to as the rectification inputs, can

be primary inputs or existing gate outputs of CF . The rectification

cones in CF , referred to as the transitive fanin cones rooted in the

rectification points toward their corresponding rectification inputs, are

to be replaced by the patch. Note that the replacement should only

affect the rectified signals. That is, the subcircuits in a rectification

cone shared by non-rectification signals will not be removed due to

the replacement.

A. (Dependency) Quantified Boolean Formula

A dependency quantified Boolean formula (DQBF) Φ can be

expressed in the prenex form as

∀X, ∃Y (D).ϕ(X,Y ), (1)

where X = {x1, . . . , xn} and Y = {y1, . . . , ym} are sets of Boolean

variables, D = {D1, . . . , Dm} is a set of dependency sets with Di ⊆
X being the dependency set of yi, and ϕ is a quantifier-free Boolean

formula over variables X ∪Y . We call ∀X, ∃Y (D) and ϕ in Eq. (1)

the prefix and matrix, respectively, of the DQBF Φ. In the prefix, the

existential quantification is known as the Henkin quantifier [2], which

allows the dependency set of an existential variable being explicitly

specified.

A DQBF is true (satisfiable) if and only if there exists a set

of Boolean functions fy1 , . . . , fym , called the Skolem functions,

with fyi depending on variables Di, such that substituting every

appearance of yi in ϕ with fyi for all i = 1, . . . ,m makes the

resultant ϕ a tautology. Deciding the truth or falsity of DQBFs is

NEXPTIME-complete [3].

Quantified Boolean formulas (QBFs) are special cases of DQBFs,

where any two dependency sets Di of yi and Dj of yj satisfy

either Di ⊆ Dj or Dj ⊂ Di. That is, the dependency sets are

totally (or linearly) ordered with respect to the inclusion relation, in

contrast to the general case of partially ordered dependency sets. The

linearly ordered quantification structure of QBFs allows a simplified

prefix expression without explicitly specifying the dependency sets.

Specifically, the quantifiers of a QBF are ordered in the prefix such

that the dependency set of an existential variable yi consists of the

universal variables that appear on the left to yi in the prefix. Deciding

the truth or falsity of QBFs is PSPACE-complete [4], and can be

solved more efficiently than general DQBFs.

III. PATCH CIRCUIT GENERATION

The functional ECO problem can be stated as follows.

Problem Statement 1: Given an implementation circuit CF and a

golden circuit CG with their input and output correspondences known

a priori, we are asked to rectify CF to C′

F with minimum changes

such that C′

F is functionally equivalent to CG.

In functional ECO, the main computation task is to generate the patch

function. The task can be further divided into two sub-tasks:

1) identity rectification points and their inputs, i.e., rectification

cones, and

2) derive patch functions minimal with respect to some cost

function.

We note that the minimality of changes to CF is measured by physical

layout changes, and at the logic gate level, it is often approximated

by minimizing the patch gate count or other patch cost reflecting

physical resources needed for actual implementation.

A. Combinational ECO

Problem Statement 2: The task of combinational ECO (CECO)

refers to the functional ECO problem with CF and CG are given as

combinational circuits.

Note that for sequential circuits CF and CG with one-to-one register

correspondence, they can be turned into combinational circuits with

one-to-one input and output correspondences, so their rectification

problem can also be formulated as CECO.

Theorem 1: For the CECO problem, given a set of candidate

rectification cones (including rectification points and their respective

rectification inputs), testing whether CF is rectifiable to CG through

the rectification cones is NEXPTIME-complete.

When the candidate rectification cones are specified, the CECO

problem reduces to the topologically constrained logic synthesis

problem [5], [6] or the partial equivalence checking problem [7],

which can be formulated by the DQBF. As the partial equivalence

checking problem is shown to be NEXPTIME-complete [7], the

above theorem follows. Specifically the DQBF is of the form

∀X,Y, ∃T (D).(Y ≡ E(X)) → (F (X,T ) ≡ G(X)), (2)

where X is the set of primary input variables, Y the set of in-

ternal variables that are rectification inputs in CF , D consists of

(D1, . . . , Dk) with Di ⊂ X ∪ Y being the dependency set of

rectification point ti ∈ T , E corresponds to the defining functions

of Y in CF , and the operator “≡” denotes elementwise equivalence

between its two operands. Note that the formulation is so powerful

that a rectification point ti can functionally depend on another

rectification point tj as one can introduce a fresh new variable

yj ∈ Y , let yj ∈ Di, and assert yj ≡ tj in the matrix of the

DQBF. Figure 2 shows the ECO miter structure that corresponds to

the formula of Eq. (2).

The DQBF is true if and only if the CECO problem is rectifiable

with respect to the specified rectification cones. The Skolem function
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Fig. 2. ECO miter for patch generation.

model to the DQBF corresponds to the patch function. The DQBF

based patch generation is purely functional, namely, without referring

to the circuit structure of CG.

However, the high computational complexity of DQBF may not

be scalable and thus not suitable for industrial applications. The

complexity originates from the Henkin quantifiers for the rectification

inputs being explicitly specified. The explicit specification of quanti-

fier dependencies induces a partially ordered quantification structure,

which makes the decision procedure exceed the PSPACE complexity.

When only the rectification points are specified while their rectifi-

cation inputs are relaxed so that there are no individual dependency

sets but only a common dependency set, the complexity of the CECO

problem can be reduced to PSPACE. Specifically, if the common

dependency set is the set of primary inputs, then the CECO problem

can be described by the 2QBF [8]

∀X, ∃T.F (X,T ) ≡ G(X), (3)

where X is the set of primary inputs, and T is the set of rectification

points. The QBF is true if and only if the rectification on T is

possible and the corresponding Skolem functions of T form the

solution patch. Figure 2 shows the construction of Eq. (3) for

D1 = D2 = D3 = X . On the other hand, when only the rectification

points are specified while their rectification inputs are relaxed to a

common subset of primary inputs and internal signals, the CECO

problem can be described by the following 3QBF, an equivalent but

different viewpoint from [9],

∀Y, ∃T, ∀X ′

.(Y ≡ E(X))→ (F (X,T ) ≡ G(X)), (4)

where Y is a selected subset of primary inputs and internal signals

of CF , X
′ = X \ Y , and E corresponds to the defining functions

of Y in CF . Again the QBF is true if and only if the rectification

on T is possible and the corresponding Skolem functions of T form

the solution patch. Figure 2 shows the construction of Eq. (4) for

D1 = D2 = D3 = Y . Note that the above reduction to QBF is

possible because the rectification points T all share the same depen-

dency set, which makes the quantification structure totally ordered. In

contrast, if every rectification point has its own dependency set, then

the quantification structure becomes partially ordered and a DQBF is

needed to prevent exponential explosion of formula size.

Another way to cope with the DQBF complexity is to make the

rectification cones have a fixed small number of inputs such that

the truth tables of the Skolem functions can be explicitly encoded

in an exist-forall 2QBF form [10]. Note that, unlike the forall-exist

quantification order of Eq. (3), the exist-forall quantification order

of the 2QBF is resulted from the first-order to second-order logic

conversion, stating the existence of Skolem functions (represented in

truth table variables) that work correctly under all input assignments.

To further reduce QBF to SAT solving, the single rectification

point formulation using Craig interpolation [11] can be exploited and

extended to multiple rectification points. In this case, the Skolem

functions for the rectification points of Eq. (3) can be obtained

iteratively [12] through a sequence of quantifier elimination by func-

tional substitution [13]. Furthermore, the obtained Skolem functions

can be re-expressed by internal signals [14] through the functional

dependency computation [15].

In addition to the above functional methods, it is often necessary

to exploit circuit structures to enhance scalability. As the golden

circuit serves as a functional representation of a new specification,

we should bear in mind that it may or may not exhibit structural

similarity to the implementation circuit. Nevertheless, when the

golden circuit CG is synthesized to the gate level by the same tool as

the implementation circuit CF , often it is reasonable to assume that

the two circuits exhibit structural similarities to some extent provided

that their functions do not deviate significantly. In the DeltaSyn [16]

framework, the logic difference between CF and CG is computed

by both functional and structural methods in two directions: From

input to output, identify forward frontier equivalent signals between

CF and CG as the candidate rectification inputs to the patch. From

output to input, identify backward frontier isomorphic signals as the

candidate rectification points. The forward direction can be done by

structural hashing and functional sweeping technique [17], [18]. The

backward direction was improved in [19] by Boolean matching, and

in [20] by adding hints to annotate functionally changed signals.

In [21], the rectification points and their rectification inputs are

determined based on the rewiring strategy.

B. Sequential ECO

Problem Statement 3: The problem of sequential ECO (SECO)

refers to the functional ECO problem with CF and CG are given as

sequential circuits.

Theorem 2: For the SECO problem, given a set of candidate

rectification cones each with its number of allowed flip-flops being

specified, testing whether CF is rectifiable to CG through the

rectification cones is NEXPTIME-compete.

Notice that each rectification cone ti ∈ T with dependency set Di

is allowed to be rectified by a sequential circuit with flip-flops. In

this case, Di will be augmented with the pseudo-primary inputs

formed by the flip-flop outputs. Also the rectification points T will

be augmented with the pseudo-primary outputs formed by the flip-

flop inputs. In SECO, the rectification cones in Figure 2 may be

substituted by sequential subcircuits with flip-flops.

Proposition 1: Given a sequential circuit with transition function

∆, initial states I , and bad states B, B is not reachable from I if

and only if there exists an inductive state set Q such that I ⊆ Q,

Q∩B = ∅, and Q is closed under transition, i.e., q′ = ∆(x, q) ∈ Q

holds for any input x and q ∈ Q.

By Proposition 1, the equivalence between the rectified C′

F and CG

can be formulated by the following DQBF [22].

∀X,Y, S1, S2, S
′

1, S
′

2, ∃T (D), Q(S1 ∪ S2), Q
′(S′

1 ∪ S
′

2). (5)

(I(S1, S2)→ Q) ∧ (6)

(Q ∧ (Y ≡ E(X,S1)) ∧R(X,S1, S2, S
′

1, S
′

2)→ Q
′) ∧ (7)

(Q → (F (X,S1, T ) ≡ G(X,S2))) ∧ (8)

(((S1, S2) ≡ (S
′

1, S
′

2))→ (Q ≡ Q
′)) (9)
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where X , Y , S1, S2, S′

1, and S′

2 are the primary input variables,

internal variables referred to by the rectification cones of CF ,

current-state variables of C′

F , current-state variables of CG, next-state

variables of C′

F , and next-state variables of CG; the set D consists

of (D1, . . . , Dk) with Di ⊂ X∪Y ∪S1 being the dependency set of

ti ∈ T ; Q and Q′ are two new fresh variables quantified existentially

with dependency sets S1∪S2 and S′

1∪S
′

2, respectively, whose Skolem

functions correspond to the characteristic functions representing a

common unknown inductive state set of the product machine of C′

F

and CG; predicate I characterizes the initial states of the product

machine; predicate R = (S′

1 ≡ ∆1(X,S1, T ))∧ (S
′

2 ≡ ∆2(X,S2))
for ∆1 and ∆2 being the transition functions of C′

F and CG, respec-

tively, characterizes the transition relation of the product machine.

Eq. (6) asserts that all initial states are in Q; Eq. (7) asserts that Q is

transition closed; Eq. (8) asserts that the outputs of the rectified circuit

and the golden circuit are equivalent under all Q states; Eq. (9) asserts

that Q and Q′ characterize the same state set. As the rectification

cone specified SECO problem can be formulated in DQBF, it is

certainly in NEXPTIME. On the other hand, it subsumes the CECO

counterpart, and thus is NEXPTIME-complete. This complexity result

is somewhat surprising as the sequential generalization does not

increase the theoretical complexity.

Apart from the above theoretical result, in practice SECO is much

harder and rarely investigated. As general sequential equivalence

checking is PSPACE-complete, much harder than the coNP-complete

combinational equivalence checking, it is motivating to consider

special sequential synthesis techniques for practical verification [23].

In [1], SECO for circuits under the retiming and resynthesis trans-

formation is considered. Assuming that the implementation circuit is

undergone retiming and possibly additional resynthesis transforma-

tion, the register correspondence between the implementation circuit

and the golden circuit is rediscovered, which simplifies the SECO

problem to two CECO sub-problems.

IV. PATCH CIRCUIT REALIZATION

In this section, we discuss the realization of the patch circuit

generated by the upstream functional ECO step. Depending on the

moment when an ECO is required, patch realization is divided into

two categories: pre-mask and post-mask.

If an ECO is needed before the masks are fabricated, incremental

physical design [24] can be used to realize the change in the original

layout with minimal disturbance to preserve previous optimization

efforts. We refer to this type of patch realization as pre-mask. On

the other hand, if an ECO is needed after the masks are fabricated,

to avoid the re-spin delay and cost, spare cells, which are unused

standard cells uniformly distributed across the design, come to rescue

and make the change realizable by only re-spinning the less expensive

metal-layer masks [25], [26]. This type of realization is referred to

as post-mask. We remark that, spare cells are also of great use in the

non-functional optimization, which will be discussed in Section V.

A. Pre-mask Realization

For incremental placement, an ECO-system was devised in [27],

which took an initial placement and applied minimal replacement

of cells to realize the new netlist. It achieved efficient incremental

placement and little increase in wire length. Recently, a timing-

driven incremental placement technique [28] has been proposed

to accelerate the timing optimization process to relieve the time-

to-market pressure. Over a set of benchmarks consisting of 14-

nm high-performance commercial microprocessors, the technique is

able to improve the worst negative slacks significantly. In addition

to placement, incremental remapping is also explored to improve

timing along critical paths [29]. A constrained placement strategy that

considers only the neighboring gates of a target gate is adopted to

ease the runtime overhead incurred by integrating an accurate timing

analysis based on fast detailed routing.

Authors in [30] pioneered an incremental routing (ECO routing) by

proposing an algorithm for implicit connection graph maze routing.

The algorithm is built on a tree-like data structure that has compact

memory footprint and is able to answer maze expansion queries

efficiently. In [31], a tile-based routing technique was proposed,

which achieved scalability by using a routing graph reduction method.

Timing refinement [32] and redundant-via-aware [33] incremental

routing techniques have also been studied.

B. Post-mask Realization

Early works [34], [35] considered constant insertion, i.e., con-

necting inputs of a spare cell to either VDD or GND signals, for

increasing the flexibility to realize a patch circuit. In [36], a flow is

proposed to remap the patch circuit and assign the mapped gates to

the already-placed spare cells. It emphasizes the notion of resource-

feasibility, which accounts for the spare cells supply, types, and

locations during the remapping process. Simulated annealing was

applied as the underlying optimization technique to minimize the

total wire length of the rectified design.

Deterministic techniques based on stable matching algorithms

have been discussed in [37], [38] to guarantee consistent quality

of results. To overcome the functionality and location constraints

of pre-placed standard cells, metal-configurable gate-array spare

cells were invented, and authors in [39] addressed the post-mask

patch realization using these configurable spare cells. The significant

technical challenges include the fragmentation of spare gate arrays

to accommodate required functions and the congestion control for

routability. Mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) is used to

formulate and solve the spare array assignment and packing problem.

Authors in [40] observe that separating the concern of timing

closure from patch realization sometimes fails to fix all timing

violations, and show how to simultaneously perform both by an

augmented bipartite graph formulation.

V. NON-FUNCTIONAL DESIGN CONCERNS

In this section, we discuss how to use spare cells to twist a

functionally rectified implementation to meet other non-functional

design concerns, such as timing closure or power dissipation. Note

that these non-functional concerns can also be taken into account

during patch circuit realization, as shown in [40]. In the following, we

discuss prior works that mainly focus on resolving timing violations

or reducing IR drops.

A. Timing

In the literature, techniques to fix timing violations after patch

circuit realization are often called timing ECO.

Spare-cell rewiring was first formulated in [41], [42] to optimize

timing in post-mask ECO. Compared to existing rewiring-based incre-

mental timing optimization, the spare-cell rewiring has intrinsically

dynamic wiring costs: A rewiring operation would turn some spare

cells into ordinary standard cells and vice versa, hence dynamically

changing the wiring costs. Dynamic programming was used to search

for optimal rewiring choices. Redundant wires, or dummy metals,

have also been considered to minimize the mask cost in [43]. Besides

negative slacks, path smoothness was taken as a new metric in [44]

to reduce the number of timing ECO runs.
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Technology remapping was used to resolve timing violations in

[45]. Instead of taking the set of standard library cells, a limited set

of spare cells is considered with dynamic changes in wiring costs,

and the timing critical regions are iteratively remapped to resolve

timing violations. This method also supported timing-aware patch

circuit realization.

In addition to the combinational part, authors in [46] explored the

sequential domain of a design and adopted clock scheduling to re-

solve timing violations. MILP was used to formulate both constrained

spare-cell resources and changes in wiring costs. The technique is

orthogonal to combinational methods and can be combined for better

timing performance.

Besides timing violations, input-slew and output-loading violations

were considered in [47] to ensure accurate delay estimation and

guarantee the yield of the design.

B. Power

Although scattering spare cells onto the chip provides the flexibility

to accommodate a late design change, it comes at the cost of

increasing area and power leakage. On the other hand, the IR

drop is becoming a severe issue as the supply voltage in advanced

manufacturing technology nodes keeps decreasing. In [48], [49], the

authors designed a reconfigurable spare cell acting both as an ordinary

spare cell and a decoupling capacitor cell, which helps to reduce IR

drops.

The authors in [50] proposed an approach to repair IR-drop failures

by modifying the power delivery network. They adopted multiple-

objective optimization to minimize both IR drops and routing con-

gestion, and relied on the greedy Pareto optimal method to search

for the Pareto optimal front.

VI. CHALLENGES AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Although there have been extensive efforts aiming to address

various ECO problems, the challenges remain. We mention some

future directions for research.

1) Tight integration between logic and physical ECO: To date,

ECOs at logic and physical levels are often performed separately

with minimal coupling. A similar situation, known as the design

closure problem, is encountered in the design flow. On the one hand,

logic level ECO provides more freedom for rectification; on the

other hand, physical level ECO provides better resource estimation.

Design rectification has the potential of mainly benefiting from tight

integration of ECOs at different abstraction levels.

2) Learning from benchmarks: Design errors or specification

changes in industrial designs may exhibit specific common hidden

patterns. Examining industrial benchmarks and exploiting their pecu-

liarities may improve computation efficiency and rectification quality.

A preliminary study is performed in [9] predominantly through man-

ual efforts. The tasks of ECO benchmark analysis and rectification

model building may be made more automatic via machine learning

algorithms. Building meaningful ECO rectification models, similar to

fault modeling and diagnosis [51], may potentially reduce the search

space and patch size.

3) Efficient rectification cone identification: Searching rectification

points and their inputs is one of the most crucial steps in ECO. Sim-

ulation can be an effective method to enhance the search efficiency

[21], where no optimization to the simulation is attempted. Devising

intelligent simulation strategies may achieve further improvements.

4) Sequential rectification: Although SECO has the same com-

plexity as CECO when the rectification cones and their numbers of

flip-flops are given, SECO in practice is much harder than CECO

and remains largely unexplored. How to exploit sequential flexibility

for design rectification is a challenging open problem.

5) Design for Rectifiability Similar to design for testability, one can

make a design more rectifiable by adding not only spare cells but also

programmable or reconfigurable components. How to add minimal

reconfigurable components while achieving maximal rectifiability

is an interesting subject for investigation. Moreover, design for

rectifiability has its potential to lift ECO at a higher abstraction level

[52].

6) ECOs for emerging system design principles and technologies:

In the post Moore’s Law era, new methodologies for system design,

such as approximate design, probabilistic design, stochastic com-

puting, and neuromorphic computation, are emerging. In addition,

new technologies beyond conventional CMOS logic are under active

research. Their design rectification may, in turn, require new com-

putation models and engines. E.g., ECO for stochastic systems or

probabilistic design may require a new logic formalism [53] beyond

DQBF.

7) Software workarounds: When hardware rectification to a design

is not possible, software workarounds may be considered, provided

that the design runs software applications. This direction is pursued

in [54]. Further advancements are needed for practical industrial

applications.
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